Neurofibromatosis. Nosological considerations.
The neurofibromatosis (NF) represent a set of conditions having different clinical manifestations, prognosis and inheritance. It has been presented--on clinical grounds--seven types of NF, but for only two of these National Institute of Health Consensus Development Conference (NIHCDC) advent a set of diagnostic criteria. The genes responsible for NF1 and NF2 were mapped to the long arm of chromosome 17 (17q11.2) and respectively 22 (22q11.2), and their protein product (neurofibromin and respectively merlin or schwanomin) was identified. Recent studies are proved that NF1 and NF2 genes act as a tumour suppressor gene. Up to now, only a limited number of mutations in these genes have been characterized but even in these cases the genotype/fenotype correlation has not provided enough information to allow speculation on the etiologic role NF1 or NF2 mutations might play in the variant forms of NF. Further studies are required to elucidate the genes functions and mutation spectrum. This should provide a framework for the molecular classification and diagnosis and the development of new therapy for NF.